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I. Introduction
   As is already known,the so-called audio-lingual methodi of second-language teaching has had
a profound infiuence on second-la Lguage instruction. The basic concept of the method is that
language is composed of patterns and that second-language learning is "basically a mechanica!
process of habit formation".i) Therefore, it is claimed that a second language is learned through
constant repetition and reinforcement, and the mim-mem and the pattern practice have been
developed for this purpese. Another important concept of the a:udio-lingual approach is the
idea of contrast, which has resulted frorn the belief that the fami!iar patterns of the learn-
er's mother tongue te.nds to interfere with the newset of habits to be acquired. From this
point of view, the learner's difiiculties can be predicted if contrastive studies of the learner's
mother tongue and his target language are inade, because the learner makes mistakes not at
the place where the native language and the foreign language function in the same way, but
at. the place where two languages differ.2) Thus, Fries argues for the importance of contrastive
analysis for material development,3) and Lado, putting more emphasis on this point, went so far
as to say that "it will soon be censidered quite out of date to begin writing a.textbook without
having previously compared the two systems involved."4) In this way the contrastive anal-
ysis is regarded by those who adv6cate the audio-lingual theory as essential to the material
deve!opment.
    Partly because of the claim that the audio-lingual approach is a scientific approach based
pn ,the .theories and findings of linguistics and psychology, and partly because of the success of
the Army Specialized Training Program (ASTP) and other intensive language programs in the
United States, the audio-!ingual approach-has come to be supported by those second-14nguage
teachers who were dissatisfied with the results of grammar-translation methods. The approach
was indeed regarded as so effective that we find the following remark: "The oral approach,
reinforced by the uses of audio-visual aids such as tape-recorder, is the only successfu1 path to
solution of the problems of second-language teaching."5)
,
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    The audio-lingual approach tllus seernedi to bring with it a rosy fuSqre of second-language
instruction. Hdwever,' the su'ccess of the 'ASTP mentioned above "vas, according to Roberts,
neither due to the "effective" matetials ri6t to'the "scientifid' teaching method. He says, "If you
put a bright soldier into a room with a native speaker of Japanese and keep them there eight
hours a day for eighteen months, the soldier will.learn quite a lot of Japanese, even if his text
is just a iapanese translation of Cicero and his instructor is a nitwit."6)
    Moreever, recent developrnents in linguistics and psychological theories have disturbing
influences on the second-language teachers who believe in the audio-lingual rnethod. The struc-
tural linguistios which dominated the linguistic world for the past two decades and en which
the audio-Iingual approach claims to depend for its linguistic theory is "nbw under severe attaclc
from the geperative transformational grammar; and Skinnerian behaviorism, on which the
approach is supposed to depend for its psycholOgical thebry, is also challenged by nativism. in
other words, the audio-lingual approach is being shaken in its theoTetical foundations. The
pendulurn of second-language teach.ing, whiCh has sw"Lmg in the structure-oriented direction,
is now swinging back in the opposite direction, ' Some teachers now advocate the cognitive
code-learning theory {which Carroll calls a modified up-to-date grammar-translation method)
and suggest that we should attach more importance te the learner's understanding than to his
facility in using the structures, because "provided the student has a proper degree of cognitive
                                                              'control over the structures of the langinage, facility will develop automatically with the use of
                                                                             'the language in meaningfu1 situations."7)
   In order to discuss second-language instriiction, therefore, it is necessary to throw some
light on the contending views of 1inguistics and psychology in relation to second-language leam-
                                                                     'iing and teaching. '
II. Empiricismvs.Nativism
   The audio-lingual rnethod claims that i't is soundly based on psychological theory.S) The
psychelogy referred to is the one advocated by'Skinner. ' This version of psychology claims
that verbal behavior does not differ in any fEmdamental respect from non-verbal behavior;-
that'is, verbal behavlor consists of stimulus-respense associations which are strength6ned by
reinfoxcement. The basic process of language acquisition by behaviorists is well summarized
in the following passage.9)
"The Child associates the sounds of the hurnan voice with need-eatisfying circumstances ; when he
hears his owE random babbling, these sounds arerecognized to be similar to those uttered by the,
adults so that the pleasure er anticipatien of p!easure asseciated with rnother'S voice is now tranS-
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     ferred to his own vocalizations, Thus, hearing his owii sounds becomes a pleasurab!e experience in
     itse!f, the more so as mother tendis to reinforce these soundis, particularly if they by any chance re-
     semble a xvord such as Dada. This induces a qualitative increase in the infant's- vocal outpuL Soon
     he will learn that approximating adult speech patterns, i, e,, imitating, is generally reinfor,ced, and
     this is tholight to put him on his way toward adult forms of language,"
 Chomsky criticizes the behavioristic view in his Review of Sikinnei"s Ve2'bal Behavio7', saymg
 that the theory is vague and arbitrary since it is based on the notions like `stimulus,' `re-
 sponse,' and `reinforc'ernent,' though they are relatively well defined with respect to the bar-
 'pressing exPeriments and bthers similarly restricted.ie) As far as acqnfsition of language is
 concerned, it is doubtful whether the theory formulated from observations and experiments
 of animals can be applicab!e to the explanation of the linguisticbehavior of humanbeings. Hu-
 man language has creativity as its essential feature, and it is this creative aspect that makes
 any version of a stimulus-response (S-R) model of language acquisition inadequate. !t is this
 characteristic that distinguishes human language from anirnal behavior. If liuman language
 consisted of closed systems, it Vvould be possible to learn it entirely through S-R models.
 Newmark says in this connection that if each 1inguistic rule had to be taught and acquired as if
 it were additive and 1inear, "the child learner would be old before he could say a simple appro-
 priate thing and the adult learner would be dead."ii)
     As far as the theories of language acqjuisition are concerned, therefore, there are at least
                                                                            ---two'contending views: empirical and nativistic. Let us haye a glance at them.va) Empiricism
 claims that (1) no linguistic structure is irmately specified, and the child starts from scratch,
  (2) language is learnedi entirely through experience and the child learns lt threugh imitation,
 repetition, and reinforcement, and (3) the child is born with no special capacity for language
 but only with a general ahility to learn. Nativism, on the other hand, maintains that (1) lan-
  guage is innately specified almost in its entirety, and the chi1di has only to "put fiesh on the
  skeletal linguistic system he already possesses," (2) the function of linguistic experience is to
  activate the capacity with which a cliild is born, and (3) there is, in addition to geneTal intel-
  ligence, a special inborn capacity for language. The Conventional view ef language acqui-
  sition is theJempiricaJ one, axtd the main procedures involved here are trial-error, rote memory,
' imitation, association, and analogy. The empiricist does not postulate innate abilities for lan-
  guage, but insists that "the child selects out some of the sounds and seund-seqttences that it has
  noticed in its own vicinity anct imitates those, practising and repeating and imitating his own
  effortS until a semi:deliberate control of speech prodttction gradua!ly becomes more and more
  auteniatic."i3)
      Hewever, this view of language acquisition dees not account ier how the child constructs
1
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 novel sentences er how he masters abstract relationships from the primary linguistic data which
 maycontainnot enly well-formed sentences.but non-sentences. The empiricist claims that
 novel sentences are constructed by analogy from sentences previously experienced, but "this
 claim is of little use unless one can make explicit how a Ieamer seleets precisely the correct
 analogy."i4) As for imitation, which also plays a vital role in language acquisition by the S-R
 model, it does not seem to have so great a role for the nativist. It is true that the child imitates
 the speech of the aclult, but this does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that the process of
 language acquisition is imitation. According to McNeill, the child is a poor imitator,i5) and
 Lenneberg also gives some examples to show how poorly the child imitates the adult's
 speech.i6) If the child is poor in imitating the adult's speech, "imitation loses its status as a
special process and becomes simPly one of the ways in which the child exhibits and expands lds
rule-forming capacity in Zanguage."!7) Therefore, we cannot depend so much on the empirical
view for the adequate explanation of language acquisition.
    According to nativists, the child has a language acquisition device (LAD), which enables
him to develop and represent internally a generative grammar on the basis of observations ef
what Chernsky calls primary linguistic data. The data "must include examples of lingulstic
perforrnance that are taken to be well-formed sentences, and may include also examples des-
ignatedasnon-sentences."!S) There'feTe, if the child does not have a language acquisition
device, one wonders how it is possible to acqulre linguistic competence on the basis of indirect
and fragmentary input at the age when he is not yet capable of logical or analytical thinking.
    Suppose we postulate some l〈ind of language acquisition device. Next comes the question
of whether we shouid accept the lingttistically-oriented theory or the cognitive-theory,
McNeill elaims that a theory about LAD is a theory abeut chiidren, and both LAD and the child
develop a grarnmar on the basis of some kind of internal structure.i9) In ether words, the
child must acquire a generative transformatienal gTammar. SIobin, on the other hand]-claims
that general cognitive and mental development is respefisible for langttage acquisition, Ac-
cording to him, ". . . . strictly linguistic acquisition ls ¢einpleted by age three or so. Further
development mayrefiect liftingof performance restrlctions afid gefierai cognlitive grewth,
without adiding anything basically new te' the fundamental strttctures of syntactie compe-
tence."2e) There are even more stronger claims for a cegnitive theory ef language acquisitioni
Schlesinger anq Sinclaire-de-zwart, for example, are ameng them, but MeNeill maintains that
the claims by the cegnitive theerists are premature because ng empirlcal evidie"ce exi$t$ te cen-
firm their clairns.2i〉 It is irnportant to note, however, tliat linggistically-orientea aequisition
theeries are concerned with the ideal hearer-speaker. With the `Edeal" chiid, his perfermance
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(i. e., the actual use of language in concrete situations) is a direct refiectiQn of cornpetence
(i. e,, the'speaker-hearer's knowledge of his language). However, in actual situations, we know
performance is affected by various physical and psychologicaJ factors. That is why even a
native speaker frequently makes erros when he talks in his native language.
   Since the linguisVs primary concern is to account for the development of abstract and ide-
alized linguistic competence, it is natural for him to disregard several facts about language
behavior as irrelevant to the formulation of his theories. But as second-language teachin.cr is
very much interested in the actual verbal behavior, the teacher cannot ignore such things as
individual differences in cognition, emotion, memery limitation, and other factors which may
influence performance. This is indeed what makes language teaching very much complicated
and difiicult, and this is what the language teacher must necessar!!y take into consideration in
his daily teaching.
          TII･ First-Language Acquisition vs･ Second-Language Learning
    As we have seen, there have been great chan.aes and wide differences in the theory of first-
language acqulsition. We now turn our attention to second-language learnmg.
    The first question is whether the adult !earns a second language in the same way that he
acquires his first language in his childihood. It is claimed that a second language constitutes
a very different taslc from learning the first language.22) According to this view, the most es-
sential difference lies in the simple fact that when we learn a second language we already
have a command of one linguistic codie, and this very fact can be both a help and hindrance
in learning a second language.ee〉 Another difference of importance is the age of the learner.
Children learn their first (and sometimes a seqond or third) language with ease; while adults
learn their second language with diflliculty. ･ Some people claim that the younger the learner
is, the more readily he seems to acquire a cornmand of second languages.24〉 The reason for
this, accordiing to Brooks, is that the child has muscular and neural plasticity that permits hlm
 more readily to adopt the new speech habits, while the older learner no longer has the muscular
 resilience of childhood. 25) IIall also gives the same reason as to why the child learns a new
 language with relative ease "before puberty and adulthood."26) These c!aims seem to be re-
 lated to ?enfield's, who developed a theory based en his physiological research on the human
 brain. Mackey explains Penfield's theory briefiy like this: "before the a.cre of nine, the child
 brain seems particularly well suited ior language learning. But this capacity decreases with
 the years, as the speech areas become `progressively stiff'."27)
     The critical point to note is whether the capacity for language aqcuisition, whieh enables
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 the child to acquire his native language, is stil1 available or is lost in adulthood. Newmark
and Reibel disagree with Penfield, saying that "the same language learning capability exists
in both child and adurt, quite possibly in different degrees."28) However, Lenneberg suggests
from evidence of the effects of brain damage an linguistic abilities that the primary develop-
ment of language come$ to an end sometime around puberty.29) Langacker has much the same
opinion and says that "the onset of adolescence does seem to constitute some sort of dividng
line in the ability to master a new Iinguistic systern."30) Bolinger argues that "if the theory
of linguistic instinct is correct, the instinct apparently blooms and fades quickly."3i) Saporta
points out that an important difference exists between the child and .tlie adu!t, addi tg that
"what makes second language lqarning a problem is the fact that whatever ability, presumably
innate, that the child has which permits him to perform the feat is apparently lost as hema-･
tures."32) Taking these into account, we could boil down the opinions into this: whatever
ability helps the child acquire his first language appears to,- decreqse sometime after puberty
or in adulthood. If this is true, we may postulate that the adult and the child are both quantita-
tively and qualitatively different learners in that the innate capacity which enables the child
to acquire his first language is not very active or is practically lost in adulthood.
!V. LearningaSecondLanguage
   Human languages have much in comrnon and also differ from one another on many spe-
cific details.ep) . When it comes to learning a second language, the learner has to master at least
all these specific details. He has to learn the phanological and grammatical rules that are
arbitrarily established in the second language, otherwise he cannot communicate in it. Hete
learning, not innate ability, seems to play a very important role, since thes'e rules are not uni-
versal but idiosyncratic to each language. The native speaker somehow internalizes such spe-
cific properties of the language, but the second-language learner must learn them through prac-
tice. If we want tolearn, for example, Englishasasecond language, we must learn that
suga4 for instance, has the feature 〈-count〉 a'nd that the sentence ": [Zlhe7e are maay sugars is
ungramma;tical. We must know that the past form ofPlay isPlaye¢ while that of ge 'is not
'goed but zvent. We say a.friend of mine instead of *"ay afrie'na We muse be aware that .lbhn
is ensy to Please is different in deep structure from .lbhn is ea.cter to Please. We must learn that
the passive tran$formation cannot be applied to ]bhn resemblqs his motheag and so on. !ndeed,
besides leaming to use different words and their syntactic features, the speaker of different
languages must learn to use clifferent sets of transformational rules. This explains why the
speakers of different languages have difficulty in communicating with each other. The child
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somehow learns how to convert his interminable thoughts into an infinite numi)er of actual
sentences' 'which are not only grammatical but also acceptable. And this is what a second-lan-
guage learner must learn to do in order to master a llew language.
   What, then, can thetheories of linguistics or psychology effer to improve the present
situations of language teaching ? Chomsky claimed that neither linguistics nor psychology
had progressed far enough to provide a basis for a theory of language teaching.34) Lamendella
points out that transformational grammar or any theory of linguistic description is irrelevant
to either second-language pedagogy or a theory of language acquisition.35) Jakobovits rejects
pattern drills in favor of "transformation exercises," because he believes that imitation, prac-
tice, reinforcement, and generalization are no longer theoretically productive conceptions in
language acquisition.Z6) Brown, on the other hand, defends pattern practice, saying-that in-
tense ora! practice is necessary to overcome influences from native langrEage structure.37) Ney
 advocates the importance of conditioning for second-language learning because `Cit could give
 the student control of the surface forms of the target Ianguage."3S) Newmark and Reibel as-
 sert that "presentation of the particular instances oE language in contexts wliich exemplify
 their meaning and use is both suMcient and necessary" ior successful second-language learn-
 ing.39) Oller, Jr. also favors the language use and says "the communicative function of lan-
 guage is an essential point of concern for any theory of second-language iearning which airns
 at adequacy."40) Spolsky argues that the social role of language cannot be overlooked in the
 development of a theory of second-language Iearning.4i) Kandiah, though admitting that the
 transformational model provides the language teacher with insight into the language, points
 out that it is the teacher's "onus to develop a methodolegy thqt will enal)le him to maximally
 exploit the resources of the theory."42) Politzer suggests that a great deal of attention should
 be paid to such variables as class differences, the time of meeting of the class, the degree of
 eagerness or tiredness of the student, etc.43)
     Although the opinions cited above show very wide diversity, it seems that these contend-
 ing views and opinions are not mutually exclusive but complementary when they are ex-
 amined from the standpoint of second-language teaching. That is to say, habit-formation,
 ru!e-internalization, language use in real-life contexts, etc., has each an important role to play
 in successful second-language teaching,
              V･ Some Problems Affecting Second-Language Teaching
     Let me conclude by pointing out some problems whieh deserve very careful attention in
  second-language instruction. First, our typical second-language learner has passed the "opti.
,
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 rnum" age for language Iearning, and already possesses his native language. !t is, therefore,
 natural for him to learn a second language through his first language, and this fact itself can
 sersre to facilitate or interfere with the learning of a new language. Hence the importance
 of contrastive analysis, It is interesting to note that a parrot that learns Russian phrases from
 a Russian speaker and then learns English phrases from an English speal〈er will not speak
 English with a Russian accent.4ti) However, a human being who learns a second language af-
 ter puberty w'ill invariably speak it with a noticeable accent, simply because he has learned
 the whole phonemic system of his first language, not merely a sequence of phones as a parrot
 does. There are pros and cons for planning teaching materials based on the findings of contras-
 tive analysis. Moreover, there are three versions of contrastive analysis hypothesis depend-
 ing on the impligations of the hypothesis in second-language teaching: the strong version advo-
 cated by Lado and his followers, the weak one by Newmark and his colleagues, and a moder-
 ate one by Oller, Jr, and others,45) Whichever version it may be that we advocate, we must
                                                        ' admit that there exists the phenomenon of jnterference from the first language and that we
                                   'need to ask for the help of the contrastive analysis in order to cope with the problem of interfer-
ence, One thing to rernember, however, is that so far most contrastive analyses are designed
to reveal differgnt surface structures between the first and the second lan.auage. Because sur-
face similarities and differences often conceal deep similarities and differences, it is important
to cleal with deep structure as well. Also, the diJIferences between the two languages concemed
should be carefully explained to the students as the cegnitive codie-learning theory suggests, so
that they may acquire a conscious control of the target la"guage structuTes beforethey can use
them in real･life situations.
    Secendly, the actult has the advantage of being able to make deductive use of complex and
abstract grammatical ruleS. It is claimed that the child manages te acquire a system of rules
through LAD. The adult, however, seems unable to depend on it for learning anew !anguage.
And yet one of the main aims of secend-language learning is to accomplish the same kind et
automatic control ef certain structural and lexical characteristics of a langriage system and the
same kind of internalization of phoneloglcal and grammatical rules as does the child. We have
already accepted the assurnption that a language is more than a system of habits. To be more
specific, we regard language as conslsting of two components: specific habits and rules. There-
fore it follows that habiVformatlon drllls are necessary but they are not suMcient by them-
selves. The same can be true Df learning rules. In order to communicate in a secend lan-
guage, therefere, net only the manipulation of speclfic structures but also the internalization
ef rules are necessary. Manipulatien sldll can be accemplished through drills, while rule-
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 internalization seems to presuppose understanding the deep structure of sentences which under-
. Iies the observable surface structure. It is here that the transformational grammar seems to
 be able to make significant contributions to second-language learning since it helps the !earner
 to have insight into linguistic competence-the abilities to make judgement about grammati-
 cality, deviancy, synonymy, ' or ambiguity of given sentences. The adult can acquire these
 kinds of knowledge through deductive learning. If the learner learns the rules of a langdage,
 we can expect him to tell whether a ce=rtain rule can be applied to a given string of words.
 For example he knows why Hl7 o'esembles leis father cannot be converted into a passive sentence.
 To acquire such abilities practice with understanding seems essential. ･ '
     Thirdly, we should maintain an adequate balance between manipulation of language struc-
 ture and actual use of language ih contexts. Brooks argues that manipulation skills should be
 acquired through pattern practice, which, "contrary to dialogue, makes no pretence of being
 communication."46) In other words, the audio-lingua! approach tends to overemphasize mechan-
 ical drills often at the expense of meaning and communication. It often happens, therefore,
 that the memorized pattern$ and sentences are not transferable to contexts other than that in
 which they havebeen learned. In order to avoid this inflexibility, River$ suggests that stu-
 dents must be trained in communication situations.47) Oller, Jr. and Obrecht also show that
  "the mechanical manipulation of structure is best learned in the context oi communication."4S)
  These are not at all new, suggestions, because the'oral approach has already suggested that
  Practice should end with the language use in real-ure communication situations. We are in-
  deed at a loss how to bring up the student from the manipulation phase to the comrm:nication
  phase andhow to prepare teaching materials for this purpose. If the prepared material is
  based on structural grading, the naturalness of the situation or context is inevitably impaired,
  while, on the other hand, if the material is so organized as to maintain situatienal appropri-
  ateness, it tends to contain too many grammatical features to learn at a time. It may be in-
  evitable to put more emphasi$ on the mastery of structural features at the beginning stage, but
  the emphasis should gradually be shifted from the mastery of language structure to language
  use. And a teaching prograrn of any level, even at the very beginning stage, should be so
  prepared as to provide the learner with practice with understanding and language use in
  meaningful contexts.
     A fourth prciblem concerns individual differences because langqage iearning is affected by
  such factors as variations in general intelligence, experiences, motivations, attitudes, etc. As
  far as the first-language acquisition is concerned, it is argued that it is not directly tied to
  intellige"ce since language is peculiar to our species.49) "Te know that bri.cht children, av-
1
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eyagg childteR. and stgpia ghildrenal! learntp talk perfectly wel!. ]IIeweve# when it eemes to
secefict-lafiguage learning we fietice that the:e is a wide difference in the level of proficiency
attar!nedby the learners. Some speakasecond language as fiuently,as the native speaker,
wlzile some strgggle te make themselves understood in it. Several factors seem to be responsi-
ble foy tkls pkenemefiefi. For example, seeond-language learning, uijlike the fiTst-la:nguage
acgutsitio", seems, te $eme extent, te be related to general intelligence. . We know from ex-
perieEce that the sindent wlth very lew IQ is slow iB learning-a second language 〈he may be
poor iR ether aspects invelving learning, too,･〉 dnother iactor that we have to take into consid-
eratisn Ss attitudie. Lambert argues on tbe basis of his research that students with an "inte-
grative orientatien" were moge successful in learning asecond language than,those with
"instr"mentai orientati.en,"50) Spolsky reached the sapae conclusion, and says."a person learns
a lang"age better when he wqnts to be a Inember o# the group speaking that language."5i)
Agetitude, teo, seems tol)eanimportant factor. Sopae people claim that the audip-lingual
method is mest helpful fer youpger children and the average and weaker students, and that it
js not so Iielpful to the most gifted because they "beceme bored 'long befor  oth r students
have hacl enough repetitive practice to develop firm habits of correct structurql associa-
tions,"M) Politzer claims that the audie-linguai approach is less helpful tq those, with strong
visual modality preference.ss) In tltis way stuclents show so great a difference that we cannot
=eglect the importa"ce of the rele played by each individval in his 1.earping of a second lan-
guage, And this seems to be in line with the recent trend in psycholegy and language learning.
   Lastly, it sheuld be peinted out that a glance at the history of secqnd-Iangttage teaching
shows that there is a tendency of leaping frQm ene extreme to another, disregardiing. all the
possible approaehe$ lying in between. If we'pay atten ion to the gomplexity of the prdblems
involved in second-language teaching, however, we know the eclectic approaches in between
dc deseTve special consideratiQu iu actual teacliing, because our method is-eventually depend-
ent on the teachcr, the learner, the teching material, and various envlrenmental- factors which
we have diseus$ed, -
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